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Syinalicious is a partnership business which focusing on providing high quality and fresh 

cookies. The business was founded by the owner, Nurul Syahniza and Nurin Jazlina and 

currently has two worker. Syinalicious offer several types of cookies namely black forest 

cookies, cranberry pineapple cookies, chococookie cookies , traditional semperit 

cookies, sesame seed cookies, cereal cookies, honey cornflakes cookies and coconut 

pandan cookies. All cookies are baked using premium ingredients.

The business premise is located at Puncak Alam, Selangor. Customers can buy directly 

from our premise or have it delivered to their doorstep. We aim to be a well known and the 

best cookies seller in Malaysia that sell high quality cookies which complies the needs 

and wants of our consumers.

Executive Summary
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01 Section
Go-Ecommerce/My

EN T/SSM
Registration
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GO - ECOMMERCE REGIST RAT ION
a) Personal Profile
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GO-ECOMMERCE REGIST RAT ION
b) Business Profile
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MyEN T  REGIST RAT ION
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SSM  REGIST RAT ION
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02 Section
Introduction of 

business
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Date of commencement05 ● 2 April 2023

Form of business04 ● Sole proprietorship

Email & Tel. number03 ●                  
●              

Business Address02
● No 12, 1, jalan Hillpark 11/10 pusat 

perdagangan Hillpark, 42300  
Bandar Puncak Alam, Selangor

Name of business & Tagline01 ● Syinalicious
● “Made with premium ingredients”

Introduction of Business
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Logo of Syina Licious
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Organizational chart

Owner & Worker
Nurul Syahniza Binti Junaidi

Owner & Worker
Nurin Jazlina Binti Razali

Syinalicious is a partnership business form. This is because, it just a small start-up business 
owned by two owner. Therefore, the organizational structure only consists of two owner to play 

their role also as a worker for their business.
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Vision

Mission
To delight our customers with freshly 

baked, high-quality cookies that 
bring joy to every occasion. We are 

committed to using premium 
ingredients, innovative recipes to 

create an unforgettable cookie 
experience. 

To become the leading cookies 
brand, known for our unwavering 

commitment to excellence, 
creativity, and customer satisfaction. 
We strive to expand our product line, 

reach new markets, and continuously 
innovate to offer a diverse range of 

irresistible cookies that cater to 
various taste and dietary 

preferences.
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Cranberry Pineapples

Description of products

Using premium ingredients, this 
cookie have chocolate sprinkle on 
it with chocolate filling and delicate 
to the chocolate lovers.

Pineapple tart are the compulsory cookies 
during eid celebration but who said we cant 
eat it during daily days? This cookies are 
made with cranberry filling to make it feel 
sour and sweet at the same time.

Black Forest
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Traditional Semperit

Description of products

This cute shapes cookies are tasteful and 
made people love it at the first bite. With 
some dark choc for the main ingredient, 
this cookies are meant to be delightful with 
some bitter and sweet and butter taste.

The Semperit cookies have long become a 
tradition during Eid. This melt in your 
mouth goodness is usually shaped after a 
daisy in gloom. This classic cookies basic 
ingredients include flour, sugar, eggs, and 
margarine. 

Cochocookie
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Coconut Pandan

Description of products

These sesame seed cookies are wonderfully 
crunchy and crumbly, they are perfect simple 
cookie to have in the house for snacking. The 
main ingredient for the cookies are coconut 
milk, flour, sesame seed and other.

This is a classic cookie, full of delightful fresh 
coconut aroma with a firm and brittle texture. 
This tradisional cookie commonly seen in 
Malaysia. Ingredients are fresh shredded 
coconut, margarine, fine sugar,  tapioca flour,  
and other.

Sesame Seed
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Honey Cornflakes 

Description of products

These cereal cookies are so easy to make, 
super crunchy and loaded with the goodness 
of cereal, a must-have healthy cookies for any 
occasion.

Honey joys are crispy cornflakes coated with 
honey and topped with chopped berries. 
These cornflakes cookies are so easy to 
prepare, making it great for parties, eid 
celebration, and the festive seasons.

  Cereal Cookie
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Price List

300g - RM5.00 per packet
500g - RM7.00 per packet

300g - RM6.00 per packet
500g - RM8.00 per packet

300g - RM5.00 per packet
500g - RM7.00 per packet

300g - RM5.00 per packet
500g - RM7.00 per packet

Black Forest Cochocookie

Sesame seed Traditional semperit
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Price List

300g - RM6.00 per packet
500g - RM8.00 per packet

300g - RM5.00 per packet
500g - RM7.00 per packet

Cereal Cookies     Cranberry Pineapple
300g - RM5.00 per packet
500g - RM7.00 per packet

300g - RM6.00 per packet
500g - RM8.00 per packet

Cornflakes Honey   Coconut Pandan
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03 Section
Facebook (F B)
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Creating F B page & Customizing URL F B page
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URL F B PAGE 
URL Facebook 
Page
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Facebook (F B) page likes
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Facebook (F B) post 
-Teaser-
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Facebook (F B) post 
-Copywriting (Hard 

sell)-
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Facebook (F B) post 
-Copywriting (Soft 

sell)-
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Facebook (F B) post - Frequency of posting

Total Facebook Post

May 4

June 35
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03 Sales 
Reporting
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Method of payment by online payment/transfer
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In conclusion, this assignment is very beneficial for both of us as it develop our 

entrepreneurship and marketing skills. Using Facebook as the platform to promote 

the product is very helpful for the business to grow and reach its target customers 

because Facebook is the most used social media from various age group.

As the business is still new, there are many things that we need to learn in order to 

make sure we can reach the customers and deliver their needs and wants through 

our products and services. We will continue to provide the best cookies that could be 

enjoy by many people and strive to be a well- known cookies seller in Malaysia.

Conclusion
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